Emerging evidence indicates that somatic mutations in cancer genomes are non-randomly distributed, influenced by factors such as genomic context and DNA secondary structures, chromatin organization, transcriptional activity, and replication timing^[@R1]--[@R11]^. Local variation in the mutation burden stems from variability in DNA damage and/or repair processes^[@R3],[@R5],[@R12],[@R13]^, and has implications for identification of potential cancer driver genes^[@R14]^ and clinical management of cancer patients, e.g. radio-sensitivity and immunotherapy^[@R15]^. However, the factors identified so far do not explain the entire extent of regional variation of the mutational burden in cancer genomes, suggesting that other factors are yet to be identified.

Genomic DNA is folded into higher-order domains, which occupy different territories in the three-dimensional architecture of the nucleus^[@R16]--[@R18]^, and nuclear lamina-binding regions are usually at the nuclear periphery^[@R16],[@R19],[@R20]^. Nuclear organization of genetic material plays an important role in DNA replication^[@R21]^ as well as DNA damage and repair processes^[@R22]--[@R24]^. For instance, the nuclear lamina-associated regions are refractory to homologous recombination-mediated repair and utilize an error-prone alternative end-joining mechanism to repair DNA double strand breaks^[@R25]^. Oct-1 and p53 dependent pathways link lamin functions to oxidative stress response^[@R26]^. Indeed, a previous multivariate analysis suggests that nuclear lamina association significantly contributes to germ line mutation rate variation^[@R27]^. Furthermore, it was recently reported that regulatory domain boundaries are frequently disrupted in cancer^[@R28]^, and in some cases such boundaries and the chromatin loops that underlie them are associated with unusual mutational spectra^[@R29]^. Here, we hypothesized that the nuclear organization of genomic DNA modulates the somatic mutational landscapes in cancer genomes, and that its effects might go beyond the variations due to known covariates such as chromatin domains and DNA replication timing^[@R4],[@R6]^.

To test these hypotheses, we obtained somatic point mutation data from 366 completely sequenced genomes of 6 different cancer types: melanoma (SKCA, 25 samples)^[@R30]^, lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC, 31 samples)^[@R31]^, gastric cancer (STAD, 100 samples)^[@R32]^, diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL, 40 samples)^[@R33]^, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL, 150 samples)^[@R34]^, and prostate cancer (PRAD, 20 samples)^[@R35],[@R36]^. The somatic mutation frequencies for these cancer cohorts were comparable to published estimates of the mutation burden for the respective cancer type^[@R14]^ ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We chose these cancer types because they have distinct etiologies, different patterns of DNA damage and repair, and a difference of several orders of magnitude in somatic mutation frequencies^[@R14],[@R37]^, enabling us to identify effects of nuclear localization on somatic mutational patterns across diverse cancer types. We focused on the noncoding, non-repetitive, non-conserved regions of the genome and analyzed somatic mutations therein to minimize biases due to selection during clonal evolution as well as sequencing and mapping artifacts (see **Online Methods** for details). We denoted the mutation detection frequency per base pair in these regions, when normalized by the mutation detection frequency per base pair in the genome, as adjusted mutation rate (AMR).

First, we investigated whether nuclear localization of chromosomes correlates with their AMR. We used chr18 and chr19 as classic examples since it has long been known that human chr18 is preferentially localized close to the nuclear periphery, while chr19 is primarily at the nuclear core^[@R38]^ ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, the AMR for chr18 was significantly higher compared to that for chr19 across all 6 cancer types analyzed ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-02 for all cohorts). Integrating paired copy number data when available (e.g. LUSC; [Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we established that the difference was not due to proportionally more copy number deletion events on chr19. Extending this investigation to all other autosomes, whose nuclear positioning was determined using 3D FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization), we observed a similar association between the overall nuclear positioning of chromosomes and their AMR -- those that are predominantly in the nuclear periphery have a higher AMR compared to those in the core ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The coefficient of determination was weak (\< 0.1) in all cohorts, which was, at least partly, due to the fact that chromosomes are large nuclear entities that typically span multiple nuclear domains; i.e. some parts of the same chromosome could be localized at the periphery while other parts at the relative interior of the nucleus^[@R38]^. Therefore, we chose to investigate whether more precise measures of the nuclear localization of genomic regions within and across chromosomes would be able to explain to the observed differences in chromosome-level variations in AMR.

We obtained chromatin immuno-precipitation data for the lamin-family proteins Lamin A and B1 ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and classified a region as constitutively in the nuclear periphery if the region was associated with lamins in all cell types examined; conversely, a region was categorized as constitutively in the nuclear core if it did not overlap with lamin-associated domains in any of the cell types analyzed ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As before, we prioritized non-coding, non-repetitive, non-conserved segments of genomic regions, which are constitutively at the periphery (constitutive lamina-associated domains; *cLAD*) and core (inter-lamina-associated domains; *iLAD*), respectively. We then integrated somatic mutation data from each cancer cohort and calculated the AMR for these two types of regions for each sample. We found that the AMR for *cLADs* was significantly higher compared to that for *iLAD*s, and once again, this observation was consistent across all 6 cancer cohorts ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-05 for all cohorts). Within respective chromosomes, cLAD and iLAD regions displayed a systematic difference in their AMR, regardless of the average nuclear localization of the chromosomes. A minor subset of lamins accumulates away from the nuclear periphery, usually in nucleoli-associated domains (NADs)^[@R39]^, and we found consistent results after excluding NADs ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also repeated the experiments more conservatively by analyzing only the *cLAD*s and *iLAD*s that have evolutionarily conserved patterns of nuclear localization, after integrating data on lamina-associated regions from multiple cell types in mouse (see **Online Methods** for details), and found similar results ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, our findings are not sensitive to our choice of definition for *cLAD*s and *iLAD*s, and indicate that lamina-associated regions localized at the periphery have higher somatic mutation frequencies compared to the inter-lamina regions at the nuclear core.

We next focused on mutational signature differences between the nuclear core and periphery. In the SKCA cohort UV-induced C\>T substitutions, including those in the pi-pyrimidine context, were proportionally more common in the cLADs compared to the iLADs (Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-08) ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, C\>A substitutions displayed a higher enrichment in the cLADs in the LUSC cohort, indicating that smoking-associated oxidative DNA damage was greater in the nuclear periphery compared to the nuclear core (Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-02, [Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For LUSC patients, data on their smoking history and the number of pack years was available. We calculated the AMR for cLAD and iLAD considering only C:G\>A:T mutations, and plotted AMR(cLAD)/AMR(iLAD) against the number of pack years smoked. Indeed, we found that the number of pack years smoked was weakly correlated with the AMR(cLAD)/AMR(iLAD) ratio (Spearman correlation coefficient: 0.29; [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that the relative strength of the signature of oxidative damage induced by smoking in the nuclear periphery was higher for heavy smokers compared to light smokers. Therefore, in cancer types driven by external carcinogens, the nuclear periphery had a proportionally higher burden of corresponding mutation signatures.

Even though the patterns of DNA damage and response in the cancer cohorts were dominated by disease etiology, there were some other differences in mutational signatures between cLAD and iLADs, which were tissue type-invariant ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, when we summarized the tri-nucleotide substitution patterns into mutational signatures using non-negative matrix factorization^[@R40]^, mutation signatures 3 and 5 had a proportionally larger contribution in the iLAD and cLADs, respectively, in most cancer types as compared to the other signatures. Translating the mutational signatures into substitution patterns, it became clear that a majority of the cancer types had a proportional increase in the contribution of mutations in the WNW context (W: A or T; N: A, G, C, or T) in the cLADs at the periphery compared to the iLADs in the core. Different cancer types, however, showed subtle variation in the preference for specific sub-motifs; for instance, in the DLBCL and CLL cohorts, W\[T\>G\]W and also W\[T\>C\]W mutations were relatively more common in the cLADs than in the iLADs (Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-10). There were other differences in mutational signatures that were dominated by the biology of the cancer type. For instance, in the SKCA cohort, T\[C\>T\]W substitutions were more common in the cLADs relative to the iLADs (Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-08; [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Nuclear localization of genomic DNA is coupled with many genomic and epigenomic features: regions in the nuclear periphery tend to be, on average, AT-rich, gene-poor, more heterochromatic, and have late replication timing compared to genomic regions in the core^[@R16],[@R18]--[@R20]^. Features such as replication timing and chromatin influence DNA damage and repair processes, affecting mutational frequencies and signatures^[@R4],[@R6],[@R41]--[@R43]^([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, not all point mutations arise during replication, and nuclear lamins play a key role in DNA double strand break repair, such that preference for repair mechanisms in the nuclear periphery is different from that in the nuclear interior^[@R25]^. We thus assessed whether nuclear localization influences the mutational landscapes in cancer genomes beyond what is already captured by chromatin and replication timing. Using a multiple linear regression including chromatin, replication timing, gene density, and GC content as covariates, we observed that the cLAD density was significantly associated with somatic mutation frequency even after adjusting for other features in all cancer type tested ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Tab. 1--2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After normalizing all features to zero mean and unitary variance, we also computed the variable importance metrics using random forest regression ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and the effect sizes using multiple linear regression ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for all features including the cLAD density in each 1MB bin. In general, the variable importance metrics of the cLAD density computed from the random forest regression are of similar magnitudes as that for the H3K9me3 signal and replication timing. We also computed the approximate conditional variable importance metrics to address the multicollinearities among the features (**Online methods**). We found that the cLAD density had a similar metric magnitude as H3K9me3 and replication timing in most cases (**Online methods**). We also ascertained that the influence of the sample size in the collected cohort on the results was not significant based on a sub-sampling analysis of the lymphoma cohort.

Key differences between the nuclear core and periphery in detected mutational signatures also persisted even when we adjusted for both chromatin ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and replication timing ([Supplementary Note](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; **Methods**). In the SKCA cohort, we found a proportionally higher burden of UV-mediated DNA damage and trans-lesion synthesis errors in the pyrimidine dimer context in the nuclear periphery relative to that in the core, even when controlling for replication timing and chromatin. We also found that cLADs had a larger contribution of the mutational signature S~SKCA~1, dominated by T\[C\>T\]W substitutions, while iLADs had a relative enrichment of mutational signature S~SKCA~2, representing C\[C\>T\]Y; these preferences were observed even after adjusting for both chromatin and replication timing. Indeed, there is evidence that nuclear lamin B1 is critical for the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway for effective repair of DNA damage response to UV irradiation^[@R44]^. The preference for C\[C\>T\]N (where N: A, T, G, or C) in iLADs over cLADs was detectable in other cancer types including LUSC (signature S~LUSC~1). Moreover, in the LUSC cohort, the signature of oxidative DNA damage marked by C\>A substitutions, especially W\[C\>A\]W, was more common in the cLADs even after adjusting for chromatin and replication timing (Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-10). Therefore, a higher burden of mutation signatures arising due to external mutagens in the nuclear periphery was, at least partly, attributable to nuclear localization even when adjusting for replication timing and chromatin context. The increased incidence of somatic mutations in the WNW context was also detected across most cancer types regardless of replication timing and chromatin context. In the DLBCL and CLL cohorts, we observed an increase in C\>T transitions in iLADs and an increase in T\>G transversions in the WTN tri-nucleotide context in cLADs (Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-05) ([Supplementary Note](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The former signature is similar to COSMIC signature 2 and therefore might be due to deamination of cytosine mediated by off-target effects of AICDA/APOBEC family enzymes^[@R37],[@R45],[@R46]^. This hypothesis is also consistent with the observation that AICDA is predominantly localized in nucleoli and cajal bodies in the nuclear core^[@R47]^. The latter signature is similar to COSMIC signature 9, and a variant of this signature, N\[T\>G\]T, was also observed in cLADs in the STAD cohort (Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-07; [Supplementary Note](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on the interpretation of COSMIC signature 9, we suspect that the signature arises primarily due to mutations attributed to polymerase η^[@R37]^, but other factors could also play a role.

Nuclear pores are large multi-protein channels that are conduits for nuclear transport of many small molecules and proteins, including DNA damage response and repair factors, and nuclear pores play key role in DNA repair^[@R24],[@R48]^. Extending our analysis further, we investigated whether nuclear pore proximal regions ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) display mutational patterns different from those observed for nuclear core and periphery regions. Nup98 is a component of the nuclear pore complex ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}); it is predominantly localized in the nuclear periphery, but can also be detected in the nuclear interior, and its dynamics of interaction with genomic regions depend on the developmental trajectory of the cell^[@R49]^. Using Nup98 ChIP-Seq data from multiple cell types^[@R49]^, we identified genomic regions that bind to Nup98 in one or more cell types. Accordingly we identified cLAD and iLADs that are localized in the neighborhood of Nup98-bound regions (NBR) or distal from it in a cell type-invariant manner (see Methods for details). cLADs at the nuclear periphery that are also close to NBRs in a cell-type invariant manner are likely to be nuclear pore-proximal. Unfortunately the number of mutations in these sub-regions was small; nonetheless, cLADs that were nuclear pore-proximal had a relatively lower AMR compared to those that were distal ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) in the STAD, lymphoma, and CLL cohorts (FDR adjusted Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 5e-02). The tri-nucleotide contexts of the substitution patterns in NBRs did not show any prominent, cancer type-invariant mutational signatures ([Supplementary Note](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interaction of genomic DNA with the nuclear pore is dynamic, and DNA breaks are shunted to nuclear pores for a repair pathway controlled by a conserved SUMO-dependent E3 ligase^[@R50]^. Therefore, the effects of nuclear pore-assisted repair may not be restricted to just NBRs. Nonetheless, DNA lesions in the NBRs could be relocated to the nuclear pore complex more quickly for repair, which might play a role in lowering AMR in NBRs; further evidence is required to establish this conjecture conclusively.

Taken together, our mutational signatures and multivariate analyses indicate that the nuclear localization of genomic DNA could potentially modulate somatic mutational patterns of cancer genomes, and that the effect attributed to nuclear localization on mutational landscapes in cancer is of similar magnitude to the already captured features such as chromatin and replication timing. This fact probably arises because a subset of mutations do not emerge during replication, and nuclear lamina plays a role in DNA damage recognition and repair^[@R21]--[@R24]^. Our observations are consistent with the reported effects of nuclear lamina on the germline mutation rate variation^[@R27]^. Even benign somatic tissue samples, albeit having considerably fewer somatic mutations, show similar patterns as well ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; p-value \> 5e-02). However, our results should be interpreted with caution: (1) the LAD information used in our paper does not match with the (potentially unknown) cell type of origin of the six cancer types studied in this paper. To identify the effect of cell type-specific LADs on mutation frequencies requires matched data which is not yet available; (2) the multicollinearities among features such as replication timing, chromatin, and nuclear localization pose a statistical challenge in order to dissect their individual effects. Here, we performed our analyses from multiple angles -- only looking at 'neutrally' evolving genomic regions and investigating the data using different multivariate models ([Supplementary Fig. 7--8](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Tab. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Even though the results from different analyses are in general consistent with each other, further experiments/analyses are still needed to confirm the effect of nuclear localization on somatic mutations in somatic tissues.

There are multiple biological processes that might contribute to the observed differences in the mutation burden between the nuclear core and periphery. In 1975, Hsu proposed the "bodyguard hypothesis", suggesting that constitutive heterochromatin is used by the cell as a bodyguard to protect the vital euchromatin by forming a layer of dispensable shield on the outer surface of the nucleus^[@R51]^. In agreement with this hypothesis, in the melanoma and lung squamous cell carcinoma cohorts we found that the nuclear periphery had a larger mutation burden and also displayed mutation signatures consistent with greater exposure to external mutagens. In addition, some of the DNA damage recognition and repair processes also depend on lamina association or nuclear localization. For instance, lamin B1 controls oxidative stress responses through sequestration of Oct-1 at the nuclear periphery^[@R52]^, which also leads to slow repair of DNA lesions. Furthermore, competing DNA repair mechanisms may recruit different DNA polymerases or their co-factors with variable fidelity and signature error profiles^[@R53]^, depending on nuclear localization. For instance, XPC and XPA are two damage recognition proteins associated with the nucleotide excision repair pathway, and after UV radiation, both XPC and XPA quickly accumulate in the border region of condensed chromatin called perichromatin of the nuclear core, but in condensed heterochromatin domains only accumulation of XPC was observed^[@R54]^. Another possibility could be that competing DNA repair mechanisms recruit different DNA polymerases or their co-factors with variable fidelity and signature error profiles^[@R53]^, depending on nuclear localization and cancer type. Furthermore, there is substantial evidence that DNA double strand break repair is nuclear localization-dependent \-- repair in the nuclear interior or at the nuclear pores occur through the classical homologous recombination and non-homologous end-joining-mediated repair pathways, but the nuclear lamina-proximal regions tend to be refractory to HR and to allow repair primarily by the error-prone alternative end-joining mechanism^[@R25]^, which could be a source of point mutations in the nuclear periphery. In any case, our findings advocate for analyzing somatic mutations in tumor and benign tissues the context of their 3D nuclear architecture.

ONLINE METHODS {#S1}
==============

Somatic mutation data {#S2}
---------------------

We obtained somatic point mutation data from 366 completely sequenced genomes from melanoma (SKCA, 25 samples)^[@R30]^, lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC, 31 samples)^[@R31]^, gastric cancer (STAD, 100 samples)^[@R32]^, diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL, 40 samples)^[@R33]^, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL, 150 samples)^[@R34]^, and prostate cancer (PRAD, 20 samples)^[@R35],[@R36]^. Somatic mutation and other data types were mapped to the human reference genome (hg19). Mutation frequencies for the samples in these cohorts were comparable to published literature^[@R14]^, and there were no outlier subsets of samples with excessive mutations and skewed mutational signatures that dominated the overall patterns observed in our analyses.

Annotation of non-coding, non-repetitive, non-conserved regions {#S3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Since the mutational landscape of cancer genomes is shaped by both the incidence of mutations as well as natural selection during clonal evolution acting on the variability thus generated^[@R55],[@R56]^, and since variant calling is technically challenging in some genomic regions (e.g. centromere, telomere, and repetitive region), we focused only on the non-coding, non-repetitive, non-conserved regions (tier III annotation obtained from Mardis et al.^[@R57]^). In brief, such regions were identified after excluding repeat-masked regions, coding regions of annotated exons, canonical splice sites, and RNA genes, conserved genomic elements (cutoff: conservation score greater than or equal to 500 based on either the phastConsElements28way table or the phastConsElements17way table from UCSC genome browser), and regions with regulatory potential (Regulatory annotations included are targetScanS, ORegAnno, tfbsConsSites, vistaEnhancers, eponine, firstEF, L1 TAF1 Valid, Poly(A), switchDbTss, encodeUViennaRnaz, cpgIslandExt)^[@R57]^. Such regions are generally expected to evolve in the absence of strong (positive or negative) selective pressures^[@R58]^, and should have no major issues with next generation sequencing or mappability.

Annotation of nuclear core and periphery regions {#S4}
------------------------------------------------

Data on nuclear localization of human chromosomes was obtained from Bolzer et al.^[@R38]^. We obtained genome-wide data on lamina-associated domains for multiple human and mouse cell types^[@R19],[@R20]^. In these datasets, lamina-associated domains were identified using DamID treatment by a chimeric protein consisting of DNA adenine methyltransferase fused to lamin A or B1. DamID maps of (i) lamin B1 in mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs), astrocytes (ACs), neuronal precursor cells (NPCs), and embryonic fibroblasts in mouse (MEFs) were obtained from Peric-Hupkes et al.^[@R20]^, (i) of lamin B1 in human Tig3 fibroblasts from Guelen et al^[@R19]^, and (iii) of lamin B1 in human ESCs and HT1080 cells and in mouse *POU2F1*^−/−^ and matching wild-type MEFs; and of lamin A in human HT1080 cells and in mouse NPCs and ACs from Mueleman et al.^[@R59]^ Genomic regions associated with lamins are predominantly at the nuclear periphery, although some nucleoplasmic lamina-associated domains accumulate around nucleoli in the interior^[@R19],[@R20],[@R39]^, while those at the core were distinguished by the absence of interactions with nuclear lamina. Genome-wide distributions of lamina-associated regions are largely similar (73%--87%) between different cell types in higher eukaryotes^[@R20]^.

Overlaying Lamin A and B1 data, we identified the regions that overlap lamin-associated regions in (i) all the human cell line tested, and (ii) none of the human cell line tested, and denoted them as being constitutively at the nuclear periphery (dubbed constitutive lamina-associated domains, cLAD) and core (dubbed constitutive inter-lamina-associated domains, iLAD), respectively, in a cell-type invariant manner ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Genomic regions in the nuclear core and periphery have difference in gene density, repetitive elements, and evolutionarily conserved elements, and those features can influence selection on the somatic mutations (e.g. gene region), mutation calling (e.g. repetitive regions). Therefore, to minimize biases in our analysis, for all analyses presented in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we only considered tier-III segments^[@R57]^ (i.e. noncoding, non-repetitive, non-conserved genomic segments) of the cLAD and iLAD regions. In the multivariate analysis presented in [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we used gene density, repetitive elements, evolutionary conservation, and other features as covariates.

As an even more conservative approach, by integrating human and mouse lamina-associated domains data in the similar manner, we also identified tier-III segments of cLAD and iLADs that have evolutionarily conserved patterns of localization in the nuclear periphery (denoted as conserved and constitutive cLAD regions, cLAD^c^) and nuclear core (denoted as conserved and constitutive iLAD regions, iLAD^c^; [Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), respectively, and compared AMR between them ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Annotation of nuclear pore proximal regions {#S5}
-------------------------------------------

Nucleoporins are key components of nuclear pore complexes that control nucleo-cytoplasmic trafficking. Liang et al. examined genomic regions bound to NUP98, a nucleoporin family nuclear pore protein, by chromatin immuno-precipitation (ChIP) using multiple Nup98 antibodies in four cell types, three of which are related by direct lineage^[@R49]^. In tissue stem and progenitor cell populations, NUP98 bound regions (NBR) are predominantly at the nuclear periphery, but some NUP98 bound regions also exist at the nuclear core, and NUP98 binding dynamically changes between cell types and during development^[@R49]^. We classified the cLAD and iLAD genomic regions as nuclear pore proximal if those were within 50kb of NUP58 ChIP peaks in all cell types examined. We observed similar results using 20kb and 100kb windows.

Annotation of replication timing, chromatin, and other covariates {#S6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Repli-Seq signals were downloaded for multiple tissue types^[@R60]^ from the ENCODE data portal ([Supplementary Tab. 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and, following the approach used in a previous study^[@R61]^, we only kept one GM12878 cell line dataset to decrease the bias towards blood. Similarly, H3K9me3 histone modification marks across different tissue types were obtained from the Epigenomic Roadmap project^[@R62]^, including tissues such as liver, lung, and etc ([Supplementary Tab. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The transcripts, GC% information and phastCons conservation scores for the human genome (hg19) calculated from multiple alignments with other 99 vertebrates were extracted from UCSC genome browser database^[@R63]^. For each 1MB bin, the GC%, number of genes overlapping with the bin, the proportion of nucleotides located in gene region, the average phastCons conservation scores were computed. For replication timing and H3K9me3 signals, we first calculated the average signal for each 1MB within each cell type, and then averaged across different cell types. Since in general the cell of origin of different cancer types are unknown, the average signal across different cell types can be used as a more robust measure of such signals, with the trade-off of loss of cell type-specific information.

Statistical analysis {#S7}
--------------------

We conducted both random forest regression and multiple linear regression to analyze the effect of lamina-associated domains on the average mutation frequency over different tumors within a certain cancer type adjusting for conservation score, GC%, gene density, average replication timing signals (higher indicating more enriched with early replication timing on average), and the heterochromatin mark H3K9me3 average signal across multiple cell lines ([Supplementary Fig. 7--8](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Tab. 1--3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The adjusted R^2^ for the linear model and the variance explained by the features of the random forest regression are shown in [Supplementary Tab. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The use of linear regression was justified using the residual plots and central limit theorem when averaging the mutation frequencies of each 1Mb bin over different tumors ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To account for potential correlation among 1MB bins, we calculated the robust sandwich standard error^[@R64]^ in all regression analyses. When analyzing the mutation frequency averaging across different tumors within the same cancer type, the appropriateness of a linear model with additive effects of different genomic features can be justified using residual plots ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To make the scale of coefficients of different features comparable, we normalized all the features to zero mean and unitary variance.

For the random forest regression, the function *cforest()* in the R package 'party' was used. The variable importance metrics for the genomic features were computed based on permutation methods using the *varimp()* function in the same package ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The same set of features was included when performing random forest regression, again with average mutation frequencies in 1MB windows across samples as the dependent variable. The goodness of fit of random forest regression was again justified using the residual plots ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since the genomic features analyzed are in general correlated, we also computed the conditional variable importance metric^[@R65]^, which aims to remove some of the bias due to multicollinearities among the features ([Supplementary Fig. 8](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because of the computational complexity, we were not able to compute the genome-wide metrics. As an alternative approach, we randomly divided the genome into 10 groups 50 times, computed the metrics within each group, calculated the median metrics across groups, and eventually plotted the distribution of these median scores across 50 randomizations. However, as outlined in Strobl et al. 2008^[@R65]^, such an attempt cannot guarantee the complete removal of the multicollinearity bias. Therefore, even though [Supplementary Fig. 8](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that LAD has a similar, and sometimes even stronger, conditional variable importance metric compared to H3K9me3 and replication timing, this does not necessarily mean that we can interpret such results as "LAD is a more important factor than H3K9me3 in DLBCL".

Finally, since different cancer cohorts have different sample sizes, it is worth exploring how the sample size influences our key results. To test the robustness of our findings over different sample sizes, we computed the variable importance metrics for the genomic features based on sample size equal to 10, 20, 30, and 40, respectively, in the lymphoma cohort, and found that the patterns are very similar across different sample sizes ([Supplementary Fig. 8](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Mutational signatures are patterns in the occurrence of somatic single-nucleotide variants that can reflect underlying mutational and/or repair processes. We applied non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and principal component analysis (PCA) to define mutation signatures, and then evaluated their contribution to each sample's mutational spectrum using somaticSignature R package^[@R40]^. To examine significance of nuclear localization for mutagenic and repair processes, we partitioned the genome according to their chromatin or replication timing context, and then analyzed difference in mutation signatures between cLAD and iLAD regions within respective context. P-values for respective cohorts were calculated by way of Mann Whitney U tests. COSMIC mutational signatures were obtained from the COSMIC: Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (<http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic>), and were based on published report^[@R37]^.
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![Somatic mutation frequencies differ between chromosomes that are at the nuclear core versus periphery\
A) Eukaryotic chromosomes occupy different radial positions from the center of the nucleus. Classic examples are human chr18 and chr19, which are located at the nuclear periphery and core, respectively. B) The adjusted mutation rate (AMR) tends to be significantly higher for chr18 relative to that for chr19. Cancer types compared are as follows: melanoma (SKCA, n = 25), lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC, n = 31), gastric cancer (STAD, n = 100), diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL, n = 40), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL, n = 150), and prostate cancer (PRAD, n = 20). Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-02 for all cohorts. In the boxplots, upper whisker is defined to be 1.5×IQR more than the third quartile or the maximal value of the adjusted mutation rate (depending on which value is greater) and the lower whisker is defined to be 1.5×IQR lower than the first quartile or the minimum value of the adjusted mutation rate (depending on which value is smaller) respectively, where IQR is the difference between the third quartile and the first quartile, i.e. the box length. C) AMR for chr1 to chr22 is plotted against their average normalized radial distances from the center of the nucleus. Average and standard deviation of normalized radial distances of chromosomes from the center of the nucleus were estimated from 54 measurements, as described in^[@R38]^. The number of samples used for AMR estimation is identical to panel b. Standard deviations of AMR and radial positions are shown with vertical and horizontal error bars, respectively. Coefficient of determination was \< 0.1 in all cohorts.](nihms928178f1){#F1}

![Somatic mutation patterns differ between genomic regions that are at the nuclear core versus periphery\
A) Genomic regions interacting with lamina proteins such as Lamin A, and B1 are predominantly localized at the nuclear periphery (with some exceptions). B) Identification of genomic regions that are predominantly at the nuclear core (iLAD) and periphery (cLAD), respectively, in a cell type-invariant manner. Lamin chromatin immuno-precipitation was used to identify genomic regions interacting with lamins in individual cell types. We classified a region as constitutively in the nuclear periphery if the region was associated with lamins in all cell types examined; conversely, a region was categorized as constitutively in the nuclear core if it did not overlap with lamin-associated domains in any of the cell types analyzed. A subset of these regions also shows preferential positioning at the nuclear core (iLAD^c^) and periphery (cLAD^c^) in an evolutionarily conserved manner ([Supplementary Figure 3](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). C) cLADs tend to have a significantly higher AMR compared to iLADs. The number of samples in each cohort is as described in [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 1e-05 for all cohorts. Similar results are observed when mutations in iLAD^c^ and cLAD^c^ regions are considered ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the boxplots, upper whisker is defined to be 1.5×IQR more than the third quartile or the maximal value of the adjusted mutation rate (depending on which value is greater) and the lower whisker is defined to be 1.5×IQR lower than the first quartile or the minimum value of the adjusted mutation rate (depending on which value is smaller) respectively, where IQR is the difference between the third quartile and the first quartile, i.e. the box length. (D) Mutational signatures differ between the nuclear core and periphery across different cancer types. Somatic mutational signatures were identified based on the non-negative matrix factorization and principal component analysis, using the somaticSignature^[@R40]^ R package. Details of the mutation signatures S1--S5 are provided in [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](nihms928178f2){#F2}

![Certain differences in somatic mutation patterns between nuclear core versus periphery are not due to chromatin and other factors\
A) Nuclear localization of genomic DNA is, at least partly, associated with chromatin, and also other features such as GC content, replication timing and gene density, which modulate the local mutation rate. Effects of nuclear localization beyond that explained via these known covariates are investigated. B) Marginal variable importance metrics for different genomic features computed from random forest regression were compared for six cancer types. C) Mutational signatures differ between genomic material localized at the nuclear core and periphery even when assessed within similar euchromatic or heterochromatic contexts. Note that color codes of mutation signatures and their relative contributions are comparable only within respective cancer cohorts. See [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for additional comparative assessments.](nihms928178f3){#F3}

![Nuclear pore-proximal genomic regions have characteristic somatic mutation patterns\
A) Schematic representation of nuclear pores that are large, multi-protein complexes on the nuclear envelope, regulating nuclear transport of biomolecules including some mutagens and DNA repair factors. B) Nup98 is a key component of the nuclear pore complex, and based on Nup98 ChIP data, Nup98-bound regions were identified, using an approach similar to that in [Fig 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. We classified genomic regions as nuclear pore-proximal if they were within 50kb of Nup58 ChIP peaks in all cell types examined. Conversely, genomic regions that were at least 50kb from Nup58 ChIP peaks in all cell types were considered distal to nuclear pores. C) AMR of cLAD and iLADs that are proximal to and away from nuclear pore regions were compared. FDR-adjusted Mann Whitney U test p-value \< 5e-02 in the STAD, lymphoma, and CLL cohorts. In the boxplots, the upper whisker is defined as 1.5×IQR more than the third quartile or the maximal value of the adjusted mutation rate (depending on which value is greater) and the lower whisker is defined as 1.5×IQR lower than the first quartile or the minimum value of the adjusted mutation rate (depending on which value is smaller) respectively, where IQR is the difference between the third quartile and the first quartile, i.e. the box length.](nihms928178f4){#F4}
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